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Remarks at
Deer Island-Stonington High School
Commencement
by James Russell Wiggins
on Wednesday, June 14, 1978

Members of the faculty, members of the graduating class
of 1978, parents of the graduates, friends of the graduateg,
ladies and gentlemen:
The motto chosen by this graduating class is an extremely
interesting one.

It is inherently interesting in its most

evident and apparent meaning:
again ... ".

"We may never pass this way

The thought has been cast in many forms.

It also is interesting because of its origin in our
language.

Although it appears in none of the written works

of

De Grellet of Limoges, France, it is generally

~tephen

attributed to him by anthologists.

He cast it in this form:

"I shall pass through this world but once.

If therefore,

there be any kindness I can show, or any good thing I can do,
let me do it now; let me not defer it or neglect it, for I
shall not

pa~s

this way again".

De Grellet came to America

and took as his name the simpler one of Grellet.

He became

a Quaker and travelled as a missionary in the United States,
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Canada, and Europe.

He died in Burlington, N.J. in 1885.

The thought attributed to him is a reflection of noble
aim and purpose, appropriate to the religious character of
the man.

It is an elevated thought that, more widely adhered

to, would dull the sharp edges of life, smooth the rough path,
and straighten the crooked way.
Whether Thomas Jefferson ever met Grellet, I do not know,
but that practical, down-to-earth, more self-centered man,
took this philosophical idea, this religious notion, and typically
turned it into a pragmatic piece of very good every day advice.
He wrote, in a letter addressed to Messrs Rutledge and
Shippen, on J"une 3, 1788:
"When you are doubting whether a thing is worth the
trouble of going to see, recollect that you will never again
be so near it, that you may repent the not having seen it, but
can never repent having seen it".
One saw in the idea a standard of noble behaviour; the
other a commonsenBe maxim for a traveller.

One saw in this

piece of folk wisdom a way of enriching the soul; the other a
way of enlarging the mind.

Maybe they do not differ so much;

maybe it comes out to be very near the same thing.

An individual

might prudently follow the advice in both its connotations:
losing no opportunity to serve others and foregoing no opportunity
to inform himself.
Ou:c language is filled with literally millions of sayings,

admonitions, maxims, proverbs, rhymes and verses appropriate
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to the purposes of a class motto.
this one.

I am glad this class chose

And I am glad the class chose it before the annual

spring frolic of the Deer Isle Bridge invested the saying
"we

~hall

not pass this way again" with a touch of reality,

the character of a determina tion or a resolution , the observatio n
of someone on the bridge when it began its capers.

They might

well have said, indeed, "We shall not pass this way again".
Happily, the bridge has regained its quiet demeanor, and the

class motto need not be related to this episode.
The members of this class, and the rest of us as well,
will leave behind us a record of both generous behaviour and
lively intellectu al exertions if we follow the motto.
needs more of both.

The era

A certain urgency and bent for speed

hustles us along, depriving us of both opportuni ties for well
doing and opportuni ties for wide learning.

Once we rush by

either one, the moment is gone, it is too late to give, too
late to learn.

There is another version of the same idea that

says we can never wade in the same stream twice.
It would be possible to sour a nice spring night with a
procession of homi.lies like those Polonius showered upon
Laertes, but I will cut short that awful possibili ty.

I have

not come here to di.spense such a train of moralizin g.

I have

rather come here with the intention of avoiding the tradition al
and the customary .

It is widely, and I think justly, said that

no one ever remembers a commencement speech.

I doubt that

many here can remember who spoke to them at their commencem ent,
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Well aware of this, I came to you determine d

not to give you a speech, but to have you give one; or, more
explicitly , to put into the mouths of the graduates my version
of what I think they are saying in their hearts and thinking
in their minds on this occassion .
I have put this conjectur e into some verses I have written
for you.

I have been prompted to do this by the notion that

this high school is, in a very special way, an expressio n of
a life

~tyle

that has some unique attribute s.

Many people

spend their lives searching for their roots or their identity,
a

~ense

of place, and. a feeling of identifica tion with some

geographi c entity.

It is my own speculatio n that this is a

psycholog ical urge that is escaped by the young who have lived
in geographi c locations marked by distinct local character .
In addition to being unique, a place that is to endow its
children with place identifica tion, in my opinion, must be
small, as small as the little town in the musical CARNIVAL about
which there is a wonderful little song in which the heroine
says that the thing she liked the best about the village was
that "everybody knew my name".
Those of you who have attended this high school have had
the luck to live in such a place.
I do not know how much knowledge you will carry with you
from these halls; but I am confident that you will carry away
from this high school some knowledge of a kind that has escaped
many people in our very mobile society.

I am confident that
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you know who you are, what you are, and where you are from.
That is something not everyone in our busy modern world knows.
These considerations have impelled me to speak for you
instead of to you; and to say for you what I think you would
say for yourselves on a day like this; and to say it in several
verses, with which, by your kind permission I will conclude
my brief remarks.

